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60/40

is a front-office storage system with numerous individual and collective
interior solutions that enable structuring of contemporary workspaces. It is a modular
programme that enables zoning, creates spaces and articulates workstations by providing
connectivity, support areas, soft partitions, acoustic solutions and wall claddings.
Featuring its asymmetrical doors with the accent on its perimeter, the opening system
and the change between thicknesses, the system creates shadows, volumes and depths.
The modules that compose the system are of different heights and lengths and come with
various accessories and steel shelves. They enable total compositional freedom in the
office, enriched by their palette of colours, materials and upholstered surfaces.
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Typologies
H60
Melamine cabinets 60 cm high and 100 cm in length with 6 different
combinations. Designed to make electrical installation easy. A third
steel level can be added when two cabinets are joined.

Doors

100(*1)

Shelves

100(*2)

100(*2)

The 60 cm-high cabinets are compatible with the Adapta +, Adapta
2+ and Twork desks. They can form configurations with individual
desks and shared bench-type workstations. See prices for further
information.

Drawers

100

100(*2)

100(*2)

Third level

100

200

200

H72-75

H117

Melamine cabinets with a height of 72-75 cm available in two
configurations: 80 cm and 160 cm. The double cabinets are 160 cm
long and share a continuous worktop.

117 cm-high melamine cabinets. 80 cm long for symmetrical hinged
doors and shelves or 100 cm for symmetrical and asymmetrical hinged
doors, sliding doors, shelves and mixed cabinet.
Doors

Doors

80(*1)

Shelves

160(*1)

80

160

100(*1)

H156
Melamine cabinets with a height of 156 cm and a length of 80 or 100 cm
with 6 different combinations. Sliding doors are no longer available at
greater heights.
Doors

Mixed

Shelves

100(*1)

80(*1)

100(*1)

80(*1)

100

80

100(*2)

100

80

100(*2)

H194
Melamine cabinets with a height of 194 cm and lengths of 80 and 100
cm with 7 different combinations. This is the “Icónico” model: upper
and lower asymmetrical hinged doors in the middle of a space which
can be complemented by a horizontal steel accessory.
Shelves

Doors

100(*1)

Mixed

Shelves

Mixed

Iconic

100(*2)

100(*1)

100(*1)

80(*1)

100

80

100(*2)

100(*2)

(*1) Configurations in which the doors are outside the structure.
(* 2) Configurations in which the doors are inside.

100(*2)
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Sobres
General characteristics
STRUCTURE
The 60/40 series cabinets have a wide variety of heights and lengths
to provide an extensive range of possibilities:
Lengths (*1): 80, 100 and 160 cm.
Depth: always 45 cm.
Heights: 60, 74, 117, 156 and 194 cm.
The cabinet structure is 19-mm melamine over high-density
fibreboard (600 kg/m3) and 2 mm ABS/PVC edging. Available in the
full range of melamine finishes by JG GROUP.

BASE

DOORS
19-mm melamine over high-density fibreboard (600 kg/m3) and 2
mm ABS/PVC edging.
There are three types of doors:
- Classic hinged doors available in all models of the 60/40 series. They
are also included in the mixed cabinet range, the result of combining
the shelf cabinet with the hinged door model.
- Asymmetrical hinged doors designed to the 60/40 ratio that gives
the series its name. They make their appearance in the Icónico model
composed of two asymmetrical hinged door modules and a central
space/shelf.

55 mm-diameter plastic levellers adjustable from the inside using
an Allen key. 70 kg load capacity and 20 mm height adjustment per
leveller.

- Sliding doors, available in cabinets with heights of 60 and 117 cm.
They include a final steel trim accessory.

HINGES

LOCK

Modern, adaptable hinges distinguished with a Red Dot design award.
The integrated damping mechanism is completely hidden from sight.
This innovation meets the highest demands for convenience and
functionality. The doors close with a light movement of the wrist gently soundlessly - due to self-retraction from 35º.
Can be assembled without the use of tools

Introducing a new concept of folding key in transparent plastic,
compact and aesthetically pleasing that always combines perfectly
with the unit. The key is features the JG logo. The lock and shield
have aluminium finishes.

GUIDES

All cabinets in the collection include a lock except for the following:
- The cabinet consisting of one hinged door and 3 or 4 drawers. The
drawers include a lock, but the hinged door does not.
- The sliding doors of the “Connection” cabinet.

The sliding doors incorporate the Silent System that dampens the
sliding door automatically and enables soft, safe closure.
The drawers include guides with the Stop Control system, an
integrated self-closure for automatic closing.
Capacity up to 40 kg.

- The accessory composed of two 100-cm drawers.

HANDLES

ASSEMBLY

In-house design handles manufactured in extruded aluminium.
Outstanding for the purity and elegance of their lines, they provide a
harmonic combination with the unit. Available in 2 finishes, anodized
(AN) and white (B3)

The cabinets come pre-assembled to reduce assembly time which,
depending on the model, is estimated at 5-10 minutes per cabinet
once unpacked. The levellers are adjusted with precision from above
by an Allen key.

Lock on the drawers only.

No lock.

5-10’

(*1) Not all lengths are available in all heights. See models for further information.
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Accessories
FOR 60 CM-HIGH CABINETS
CONNECTION
Exclusive accessory for 60 cm-high cabinets. It consists of a steel plate module machined to enable attachment of the bases of the More Solutions
electrical sockets by JG GROUP. Since it is designed to organise the cables, this makes an ideal accessory to facilitate electrification. Compatible
with all JG GROUP socket bases: both 3-outlet and 2-outlet, UTE-type and SCHUKO-type (select from two trims depending on the unit model). The
module is available in several finishes.

THIRD LEVEL
47,3
47,3

47,3
96,4

96,4

96,4

100

33,3

100

33,3

200

33,3

200

Accessory composed of two steel structures with two shelves. The
third level is an accessory exclusive to the 60 cm-high cabinets.
Finishes: white and aluminium.
There are 3 models available:
- Individual divider 3rd level (length 1 metre): for 100 cm cabinets.
- Shared 3rd level (length 2 metres) its zig-zag shape enables placing
a shelf on either side of the module.
- Divider 3rd level (length 2 metres): designed as a space divider or
against the wall. Only enables shelf on one side.

COMMON 60/40 ACCESSORIES
ACOUSTIC REAR SIDE
Composed of a MD board + textile cover. The upholstery can be of two types: SLIM S1, which covers the facing side of the board and DUO S2, which
covers both sides of the board and all edges. Fixed to the surface with Velcro, which means that the accessory can be added at any time. This
accessory is compatible with the entire range of 60/40 cabinets, with a few constraints (*1) (*2).
+ POSITIONS
IN FRONT of the melamine rear of the
cabinet so that the acoustic back is visible
from the INTERIOR of the same.

+ DIMENSIONS
BEHIND the melamine rear of the cabinet
so that the acoustic rear is visible from the
OUTSIDE of the same.

+ IMPORTANT NOTES
*1. Connection-type 60 cm-high cabinets and all models with drawers are only compatible with the back
in the outside position (BEHIND).
*2. It is necessary to order TWO 80 cm-wide upholstered rear panels for the 74 cm-high, 160 cm-long
cabinets.

Rear width of 100 cm.
Available for cabinets with heights of:
- 60 cm.
- 117 cm.
- 156 cm.
- 194 cm.
Thickness according to upholstery:
- S1: 8,5 mm.
- S2: 7,5 mm.
Traseras de ancho 80 cm.
Available for cabinets with heights of:
- 72-75 cm. (*2)
- 117 cm.
- 156 cm.
- 194 cm.
Thickness according to upholstery:
- S1: 8,5 mm.
- S2: 7,5 mm.
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Accessories
MODULES
Available in the finishes of the metal structure and in the new metallic
coloured finishes.
- HORIZONTAL: Steel accessory with a horizontal divider, available
with a height of 35 cm and length of 100 cm. Only compatible with
the Icónico model.

- VERTICAL: Metallic accessory with vertical dividers of with a height
of 35 cm, available in lengths of 100 and 80 cm. It is joined to the
cabinet structure with screws and therefore does not require a shelf
for placement.

SHELVES
There are three types of shelves, each available for cabinets with
lengths of 1000 mm and 800 mm covering the entire range of the
60/40 series. They appear individually and in packs of two units in
the price list.
- 30 mm-thick melamine shelf. Finishes: melamine by JG GROUP.
- Metal shelf thickness: 30 mm. Composed of a steel plate of uniform
thickness. Suitable for hanging folders.
- Thin metal shelf 18 mm thick composed of a metal sheet. Not
compatible with hanging folders. Finishes: the entire range of
metallic, including metallic in color.

DRAWER

PEN TRAY

Accessory composed of two steel drawers, with 19 mm melamine
fronts. This accessory incorporates its own system of guides, with
an anti-tilt system. The drawers are opened with the characteristic
60/40 series handles. Does not incorporate damping.

Thermoformed tray made of 1.5 mm-thick matt black PS. Designed
to contain the usual office items in an organised manner and to be
always within reach.

H 60

H 72-75

X

X

H 117

H 155

QC1F-AT0710 QC1F-AT1210
S1 / S2

S1 / S2

H 194
QC1F-AT1610
S1 / S2

IMPORTANT NOTES:
1- This accessory is only compatible with 100 cm-wide cabinets.
2- Request one size smaller than the usual when ordering an acoustic
rear panel. The acoustic rear panel is not compatible with the drawer
accessory in 60 or 70 cm-high cabinets.
3- When the cabinet is fitted with
the drawer accessory the acoustic
rear panel can only be added from
the rear (outside).

This tray can be added to the 60 cm-high cabinets with drawers. Up
to two trays can be placed in the same drawer.
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Acoustic Screens
UPHOLSTERY S1

UPHOLSTERY S2

SLIM

DUO

100% PES.
· Specific weight: 500 g/m.l
· Tissue density: 166,7 kg/m3

The fabric and the surface finish is a blend of 40% wool and
60% viscose.
· Specific weight: 250 g/m.l
· Tissue density: 173,6 kg/m3
ERA
The surface fabric is polyester.
· Composition: 100% polyester. Non-metallic dyes.
· Specific weight: 320 g / m.l

In PANELS: Composed of a 9 mm thick melamine board covered on
each side with a felt of 3 mm thickness.
In REARS: Composed by a 2.5 mm thick MDF board. Covered by one
of its faces, flush on the edge of the board.

En PANELS: Acoustic screen manufactured in 19 mm melamine on
high density with a sheet of 2.5 mm medium density fibreboard
(MDF) on each surface, and upholstery with a felt of 0.8mm
In REARS: Composed by a 2.5 mm DM sheet covered by one of its
faces with the fabric.

ACOUSTIC STUDY

LESS THAN 50 DECIBELS
Study to determine the acoustic
absorption values for Duo and Slim
panels in an empty room fitted with
them, according to regulation ISO 354.
The Duo and Slim acoustic panel range
noticeably helps reduce background
noise levels and reverberation time in
the space, making conversations more
intelligible.

PANEL
Empty room
Melamine

RT60 (S)
1,35
1,31

AL (DB)
---0,1

S2 (DUO /
ERA)

1,15

-1,0

S1 (SLIM)

1,00

-1,15
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Maintenance, Quality and Ecology
Our company has the quality certification ISO 9001 and TECNALIA for years, institution that verifies and standardizes raw material and compliance
with European norms applicable to office furniture.
Regarding to environmental policy, our company has implemented and certified all the measures contained in the ISO 14001 and ISO 14006.
Compliance with these standards facilitates obtaining LEED points with our products.
If some dirt is rather difficult to remove, use the same microfiber cloth or a 100% cotton one slightly moist with water and a little neutral soap or
window-cleaning fluid (except natural wood). Then, dry the furniture with another soft, dry cloth. All the products that contain ammonia, caustic
or solvent products are not recommended at all.
The cleaning products made specifically for furniture usually contain substances like wax to enhance the shine of natural wood surfaces that has
been damaged by use and are timeworn, but such substances can give the furniture a greasy look and cause irreversible effects on it. Therefore
these are also not recommended.

RECYCLABLE

MATERIALS

The components in our furniture are easy
to separate out and recycle.

Recycled materials and secondary
metals.
TRANSPORT

USE

We minimise the impact of transport and
packaging on the environment.

Our products are ergonomic and safe for
users.

PRODUCTION
Production
processes
environmentally friendly.

that

are

Melamine

MATERIAL

RECICLED RAW
MATERIAL (%)

END-OF-LIFE
RECICLABILITY (%)

Melamine

30%

100%

Steel

20-30%

100%

Aluminium

39%

100%

Aluminium
Steel

CERTIFIED COMPANY IN MANAGEMENT SYSTEM,
QUALITY AND ENVIRONMENT BY:

